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Storage +: The Key to Sustainability, 
Resiliency, and Economic Value
The Energy Transition is here, and organizations of all 
sizes and industries are pursuing sustainability initiatives —  
from large tech companies leading the way on ambitious 
renewable energy goals to more traditional industries 
keeping up with decarbonization demands from stake-
holders and parent companies. Even smaller businesses 
have begun working to implement sustainability goals,  
as more tools arise for sustainability at all scales. 

In pursuing sustainability, organizations have different 
priorities in line with their core business objectives —  
some are looking to maximize sustainability and willing  
to pay a premium for it, while others are most focused 
on finding cost savings through sustainable efforts.

Amidst all this, one technology stands out as the poten-
tial linchpin and building block for the Energy Transition: 
energy storage. A standalone storage system (which 
typically consists of a battery + optimization software) 
offers economic appeal. But when paired with other 
distributed energy assets, storage enables greater bene-
fits and amplifies the benefits of these other technol-
ogies. Because of its power in combination, we think of 
“storage” as “storage +” — whether that’s as standalone 
storage with optimization software, solar + storage, 
storage + resiliency controls, or storage + EV charging.

When does it make sense to invest in storage? Lithium-
ion battery pack prices have fallen 89% between 2010 

and 2021 (BNEF 2021), but storage systems can still 
be expensive. Yet storage can offer significant return 
in enabling you to power your business cleanly and 
reliably, at lowest cost. And resiliency, especially, is often 
undervalued by organizations — we break down how to 
better understand the value of keeping the lights on 
even in power outages.

In this eBook, we explore how storage, 
when used as a building block combined 
with other technologies, can address the 
three key aspects of the Energy Transition: 
sustainability, economics, and resiliency.

It’s often easy to get 2 of 3 ...

Resilience + Sustainability but more expensive
→ microgrid in an area with low cost of power

Economic Value + Sustainability but lacks resilience 
→ simple storage or solar + storage project, no back up power

Economic Value + Resilience without sustainability benefits
→ traditional backup diesel generator or co-generation

... getting 3 of 3 is difficult without an expert partner to help create 
innovative solutions to this challenge.
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Source: Bloomberg NEF 2021 Battery Price Survey
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https://about.bnef.com/blog/battery-pack-prices-fall-to-an-average-of-132-kwh-but-rising-commodity-prices-start-to-bite/
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Lower Cost: Standalone Storage  
(with Battery Optimization Software)

Starting with Storage
The simplest explanation of the economic value of 
storage is that it enables the site to charge the battery 
with energy from the grid when it is cheapest, and then 
run off of that energy later when grid prices are higher. 

But it’s not a simple task to fully understand “when 
energy is cheapest.” Because storage can facilitate 
access to multiple revenue programs from multiple 
sources (utilities, state and federal programs), 
participating in one revenue stream may incur the 
opportunity costs of not participating in another. 

Adding Battery 
Optimization Software
An AI-powered optimization software that can predict 
a facility’s consumption patterns and simulate grid 
conditions can help to more deeply understand the 
true value of energy at any given time, and use that to 
maximize value to the business. Below, we provide an 
overview of the four main value streams for customer-
sited storage.

Battery Storage 
A battery system that stores power 
when it’s cheap and dispatches it 
when prices go up

Cloud-Based Energy 
Management Software 

Learns the facility’s behavior and optimizes  
real-time performance of the storage system

Bill Savings
Storage can reduce bills through Demand 
Charge Management and Energy Arbitrage. 

Demand Response
Utility programs provide a contracted 
revenue stream for curtailing energy usage.

Coincident Peak Reduction
Grid operators sometimes levy a “hidden” 
demand charge, based on their demand 
during coincident peak hours.

Upfront Capex Reductions
State and federal incentives exist to 
modernize and stabilize regional grids.

An effective battery optimization algorithm needs to 
continuously weigh the benefits of various revenue streams. 
These value streams come from different sources and are 
contingent on a multitude of rapidly changing factors, 
making optimization software essential to maximizing value.

Value Streams and Their Sources:
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Key Insight
With storage operated by intelligent battery 
software, you can maximize economic value 
with bill savings, incentive payments, and 
new revenue streams from grid operators, 
utilities and more.
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Bill Savings
Energy bills are, basically, made up of two components —  
energy charges and demand charges. If you are a large 
energy user, chances are that a significant portion of 
your monthly electric bill is made up of demand charges. 
Unlike energy charges, which are levied based on your 
kWh consumption, demand charges are levied based  
on your peak demand during the month — this is typically 
correlated with the cost of the utility infrastructure 
required to deliver electricity to your facility during 
peak hours.

Across North America, demand charges are rising 
quickly. In one utility territory in California, for instance, 
energy charges have remained relatively flat for the past 
decade, while demand charges have increased 66% 
since 2008.

A storage system with intelligent energy control 
software can forecast future building load and on-site 
solar generation. With this data, the storage system 
will discharge during peak demand, decreasing the 
customer’s exposure to demand charges and leading  
to significant bill savings.

Demand Response 
Demand response (DR) is an incentive program run by 
many utilities and grid operators to ensure grid stability 
when there is danger of an outage. In DR, commercial 
and industrial companies agree in advance to curtail 
electricity consumption if requested, and they receive 
payments for that commitment.

Demand response can provide significant revenue 
streams for participants. And with storage and intelligent 
software, many organizations are able to minimize 
disruption or even continue operations without any 
interruption by decreasing the energy they draw from 
the grid and running on their stored energy from 
the battery.

In one utility territory in California, 
demand charges have increased 
66% since 2008.

Sample California Territory Real Rate % Increase

Available electricity supply Electricty demand

GRID DISRUPTION 
Provider responds to grid 
emergency, reducing demand 
across its DR network

6 AM 8 AM 12 PM 4 PM10 AM 2 PM 6 PM 8 PM
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Coincident Peak Reduction
There are many different types of demand charges, and 
sometimes they may be “hidden” to the organization. 
Coincident peak, for instance, is one type of demand 
charge where grid operators levy an extra charge based 
on an organization’s demand during times when system-
wide demand is highest.

To minimize usage during these peaks requires pre-
dicting ahead of time when they will occur — and that 
is nearly impossible for an organization without the 
specific market expertise and optimization tools. 
Instead, intelligent software tailored to a customer’s 
specific needs has more success predicting these 
peaks based on historical usage, weather, and a variety 
of other factors. And that software can automatically 
optimize storage charge and dispatch to maximize value 
according to the customer’s specific sustainability and 
business goals.

Upfront Capex Reductions
There are a variety of state and federal incentives  
that exist to help encourage the use of storage to 
modernize and stabilize regional grids. These can create 
upfront capital expenditure (capex) reductions, as well  
as decrease operating expenditures throughout the  
life of the system. 

But they are often difficult to access and have spe  - 
cific requirements and standards for the operation  
of the system. An energy partner can facilitate  
access, and intelligent software can ensure that  
the battery is operated properly to adhere to these  
program standards. 
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Original Load (kW) Load with Solar Load with Solar + Storage

Key Insight
Solar + storage increases self-consumption 
from solar, maximizing sustainability benefits 
to the user.

Boost Sustainability: Solar + Storage 

For organizations exploring storage, sustainability is often a major motivating factor. Storage  
is not the only path to sustainability — there are a wide variety of options available for switching  
to renewable energy, from utility-scale PPAs to utility green tariffs. But on-site green generation  
in the form of solar + storage offers both huge sustainability and additionality benefits.

Consider the customer case study in the chart below. 
Prior to adding storage, you can see that their solar 
was generating more energy than their overall load, as 
the load drops below 0 in the middle of the day. That 
excess solar generation was going to waste. But once 
we added storage, that excess solar was used to charge 
the battery. 

Any excess mid-day generation is simply wasted if 
it cannot be stored. Instead, a site would be forced 
to simply run off the grid at times when solar is not 
available, subject to whatever emissions factor the local 
grid has for their sustainability reporting.

But with energy storage, sites can store that clean solar 
energy for later use to further reduce emissions with 
affordable clean energy. The customer above would 
have a much greater renewable energy offset. 

Starting with Solar
For those in sunny climates and with available space,  
on-site solar (rooftop or canopy) is an excellent 
option. As a renewable, zero-emissions technology, its 
sustainability benefits are clear. But there is economic 
value to solar, too — it can often be less expensive 
than typical utility bills. It’s also a mature and bankable 
technology with many existing financing options. 

However, solar by itself has drawbacks. It is intermit-
tent — meaning that you cannot ramp its production up 
and down as you can with a traditional fuel-powered 
generator. The sun simply does not always shine, so the 
solar generation profile can change from day to day. And 
sometimes it generates more electricity than a facility 
uses, leading to solar energy being wasted. 

Adding Storage for 
Solar + Storage
A standalone battery, when charging from the grid, 
does not add sustainability value to a site — the energy 
it stores and eventually dispatches will have the same 
emissions intensity as drawing power directly from the 
grid. But storage becomes a sustainability tool when 
storing clean energy generated by solar.
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Solar + Storage Solar + Storage + Simple Backup Microgrid

Components Solar and storage Typically solar, storage, and  
resiliency hardware and controls  
(islanding relays, microgrid  
controllers, switchgear panel, etc.)

Some combination of  
solar, storage, resiliency 
hardware and controls,  
and a generator

Complexity Medium Medium High

Backup Power Duration None Up to 4 hours Up to several days

Loads Backed-Up None Only critical loads Typically critical loads,  
up to entire site

Additional resiliency 
controls needed?

No Islanding relays, microgrid controllers, 
switchgear panel, etc.

Islanding relays,  
microgrid controllers, 
switchgear panel, etc.

Additional Resiliency 
Controls Cost

None Medium High

Add Resiliency:   
Solar + Storage + Resiliency Controls

Table 1: Comparison of resiliency solutions

Major power outage frequency  
has increased 67% since 2000

Key Insight
By combining storage with solar, resiliency 
controls, and other technology, organizations 
have access to a stable, resilient energy 
supply. And the economic value of that resil-
iency is often significantly higher than many 
organizations initially realize.

Defining Resiliency
Energy resiliency is the ability for facilities to continue 
energy-reliant processes despite a grid outage, typically 
by using microgrid controls to island from the grid. 
Energy resiliency is more important than ever — with 
major power outage frequency increasing 67% since 
2000 (Climate Central 2020) and expected to further 
increase due to extreme weather.

Starting with Solar + Storage 
and Building to a Microgrid
Traditional methods of resiliency primarily relied on 
diesel or natural gas generators for back-up power; 
however, these are not sustainable options. Options like 
solar-plus-storage are low-cost and sustainable, but 
not always resilient. They require additional resiliency 
hardware and controls to isolate from the grid and 
provide critical power to a facility during an outage. 

Microgrids are the most well-known solutions for 
resiliency. They usually consist of solar, storage, resiliency 
hardware and controls, and a generator. In some cases, 
microgrids can power an entire facility for several days. 

Microgrids serve as a good illustration of the interplay 
and trade-offs among sustainability, costs, and resiliency. 
We find that many organizations overestimate perceived 
costs of added resiliency, and we argue that a solar +  
storage + backup or microgrid may be a better resiliency 
solution than a traditional diesel backup generator. The 
true costs and processes for energy resilience may be 
much lower and more straightforward than expected. 

https://www.climatecentral.org/climate-matters/power-outages
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Case Study in Resiliency Valuation:  
Food Packaging Facility in Sonoma County, California
After understanding the associated costs of resiliency, businesses struggle to justify adding the 
expense. But the “true” value of resiliency is a function of the avoided cost of business disruption, 
which increases with the magnitude and frequency of power outages. Therefore, the net costs  
of investing in resiliency controls should be costs minus the value of avoiding increasingly larger  
and longer grid outages. 

Value Category Questions to Ask Example: Hourly Losses for Food 
Packaging Facility

Loss of Sales  > What is your hourly rate of sales? The facility sells $8,000 of produce during an average  
8 hour workday. The hourly rate of sales is $1,000.

Damage Costs  > Did any equipment get damaged?

 > Did any materials get spoiled?

 > Do any products need re-processing?

The facility loses $3,000 of food inventory for every 
outage over an hour due to spoilage.

Opportunity Costs  > How much lost time gets made up 
through overtime or extra shifts?

 > Do operations slow?

 > Are there any material costs to restart 
the facility?

The company loses approximately three hours of 
productivity for an hour of outage. The company 
requires 30 employees to work overtime to recover  
the lost time. The overtime bill rate is $25/hour 
resulting in a cost of about $2,000 per hour.

Intangibles  > How many customers were dissatisfied?

 > What inconveniences were felt?

The facility’s frequent power outages have caused 
them to repeatedly miss their delivery targets, 
estimating an impact of $1,000 in customer 
dissatisfaction per hour.

Table 2: Framework to quantify the value of resilience

The example outlines how one organization calculated 
the value of resilience. Note that this simplified example 
is for illustration purposes only, and numbers can vary 
significantly from company to company.

Adding together the hourly losses in the right-hand 
column, the food packaging company lost approximately 
$7,000 per hour of outage in this example. Sonoma 
County had a total of 3 multi-day Public Safety Power 
Shutoff events resulting in a total of 78 hours of outage 
during work hours in 2020, causing the company an 
annual loss of about $550,000 in business operations. 

The additional cost of the resiliency hardware and 
controls for a simple backup is significantly less than 
quantified losses occurred in 2020 alone. 

These numbers are not universal, and every company  
will have different situations and different calculations. 
Even so, they help to illustrate how organizations must 
think about calculating the true value of resiliency.

Accounting for the resiliency benefits would have 
significantly enhanced the original solar plus storage 
project economics. Ultimately, the quantified analysis  
of the value of resiliency can be the deciding factor  
for implementing a resiliency solution. 

Power outages in 2020 alone 
resulted in a ~$550k loss for 
the company

https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/outages/public-safety-power-shuttoff/psps-planning-resources.page
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/outages/public-safety-power-shuttoff/psps-planning-resources.page
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/outages/public-safety-power-shuttoff/psps-reports.page
https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/outages/public-safety-power-shuttoff/psps-reports.page
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Now that we have established how investing in resiliency 
controls can pencil out, why choose solar + storage over 
a cheaper diesel backup generator? Well, going back to 
the previous section on economics, we see that upfront 
capital outlays are not the only side of the equation. 
We also need to factor in potential recurring revenue 
streams to get a full picture of the true costs. While 

backup generators sit idle for most of the time — and 
may even run into operational issues when they are 
called upon — solar + storage systems provide power and 
energy flexibility all year round. Not only are they better 
for sustainability, but they can also become a source  
of revenue rather than an idle or, worse, stranded asset. 
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Beyond the Power Sector:  
Electrifying Transportation with  
Solar + Storage + EV Charging

Enel X charger at the Alltown Fresh Resilient Service Station

Starting with EV Charging
Beyond the power sector, storage along with clean 
electricity can be used to decarbonize other aspects 
of operations. 27% of U.S. GHG emissions come from 
transportation, making transport electrification a 
significant step toward decarbonizing the economy. 
However, EV charging — particularly for public charging 
and fleets — generates large spikes in load, which 
increase demand charges for the host and can strain the 
local grid. This creates a big opportunity for co-locating 
on-site generation and storage.

Adding Solar + Storage
Distributed energy resources like on-site solar and 
storage can generate power at the site where it’s 
needed, and provide energy flexibility for site hosts  
to manage their demand peaks and maximize  
self-consumption from solar. Here again, powerful  
AI-enabled software enables co-optimization of energy 
storage and EV charging to produce cost savings, new 
revenues for the hosts, and benefits for the local grid. 

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
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Case Study: Mass Transit Agency 
Enel X recently worked to help a transit agency plan out their fleet electrification strategy.  
In particular, we had to make sure that this increase in electricity use due to EV charging would  
not create huge demand charges.

The first graph shows the load profile that we 
simulated — the dashed line indicates the building and 
electric bus charging loads without smart charging. You 
can see this creates a major peak around 8 PM when 
buses are charging at full power output. By enabling 
smart charging, we can smooth out the load by shifting 
the time at which some of the buses charge. This will 
reduce overall peak demand for the site host (compare 
the blue peak to the dashed line’s peak). 

But by adding solar + storage and co-optimizing smart 
charging with a solar + storage system, net load can be 
further reduced. This is done through a combination 
of solar generation, storage charging from solar, and 
consumption from storage during coincident peak 
events. And bill savings are not the only economic value 
created by this co-optimization — much like we described 
in the Costs section, battery storage in this case enables 
bill savings through demand charge management and 
grid services revenues through curtailing load in peak 
events. From 4 pm to 6 PM in the second chart, you can 
see that the organization runs off the battery during a 
grid services/coincident peak event to maximize value.

Going forward, the electrification of transportation —  
and beyond — will continue to apply pressure to an 
already strained electrical grid. And the need for energy 
flexibility — as provided by storage — will only continue 
to increase.
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Putting It All Together:  
Why Enel X Is Your Trusted Partner  

Energy storage has come a long way in the past  
decade, and there are growing use cases for pairing 
storage with other technologies to enable a variety 
of creative applications. For instance, in a recently 
completed pilot resilient EV charging microgrid, Enel X 
showed the potential for the future of “storage +.”  
Enel X designed, built, operated, and financed the 
various components of the microgrid — canopy solar, 
battery storage, and EV charging, as well as integrating 
the portable generator.

There is a huge amount that is possible with a  
“storage +” system. But to access all value streams and 
maximize savings, it’s crucial to have a trusted partner. 

Rather than focusing on individual products and 
technologies, Enel X can provide your site with clean and 
resilient power — and take care of the whole process 
under an Energy as a Service structure, so that you can 
focus on your own operations. Typical storage operators 
may only have narrow expertise specific to batteries; 
Enel X provides in-house feasibility studies, intelligent 
software optimization, and demand response dispatch 
from our Network Operations Center. This allows you  
to interface with just one party — us.

Enel X has the technology, the expertise, and the 
understanding to help you succeed with “storage +” 
solutions. Contact us now to learn more.

Energy as a Service
Broad capabilities for microgrid financing, 

design and deployment — for a sustainable, 
resilient end-to-end solution

Feasibility 
studies

Operations & 
maintenance

Design, build 
& construct

Market 
services

Hardware 
deployment 

(partner)
Optimization 

software

https://www.enelx.com/n-a/en/stories/the-promise-of-resilient-ev-charging
https://www.enelx.com/n-a/en/contact
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